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Structural coupling and magnetic tuning in Mn2−xCoxP
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Promising materials for magnetic refrigeration and thermomagnetic power generation often display strong coupling be-
tween magnetism and structure. It has been previously proposed that MnCoP exhibits this strong coupling, contributing
to its substantial magnetocaloric effect near TC = 578 K. Here we show from temperature-dependent synchrotron X-ray
diffraction that MnCoP displays a discontinuity in the thermal expansion at TC, with spontaneous magnetostriction that
is positive in the a direction and negative in the b direction, highlighting the anisotropic nature of the magnetostructural
coupling. Varying the Mn:Co ratio of Mn2−xCoxP within the range 0.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.4 allows magnetic properties to be
tuned. The TC decreases as the composition deviates from stoichiometric MnCoP, as does the saturation magnetization.
The magnitude of the magnetocaloric effect, |∆SM|, decreases as well, due to broadening of the magnetic transition.
The large reversible change in magnetization ∆M accessible over a small temperature range under moderate magnetic
fields makes these materials promising for thermomagnetic power generation from waste heat.

I. INTRODUCTION

By several estimates, over 60% of all energy produced is re-
jected as waste heat.1–4 Low grade waste heat (below 500 K)
is usually difficult to recover because other inefficiencies be-
sides the Carnot limit (eg. friction) result in heat engines
performing very poorly when the temperature difference is
small. However, low-grade waste heat constitutes more than
50% of rejected heat; more than 104 TWh in the United States
alone. If even a small percentage of this energy could be
harnessed using economically and environmentally-friendly
technologies, this would represent a tremendous new source
of green energy. To this end, thermomagnetic power gener-
ation has emerged as a promising avenue for the conversion
of waste heat into mechanical or electrical power, including
for the conversion of very low-grade waste heat, where other
technologies such as thermoelectrics are ineffective.5

The concept of thermomagnetic generation is closely re-
lated to the magnetocaloric effect, which provides a path
to energy-efficient and environmentally-friendly refrigeration.
In magnetocaloric cooling, a magnetized ferromagnetic mate-
rial near its Curie temperature is demagnetized adiabatically,
leading to an increase in the magnetic entropy (spins are ran-
domized) that is countered by a decrease in the lattice en-
tropy and therefore, the temperature.6 A thermodynamic cycle
for cooling can be implemented by alternating adiabatic and
isothermal magnetization and demagnetization, analogous to
conventional gas compression cooling.

Conversely, using a temperature difference to traverse the
ferromagnetic ordering temperature of a material results in a
change in magnetization (∆M) that can be used to produce

a)Electronic mail: seshadri@mrl.ucsb.edu

useful work.7 This reverse magnetocaloric effect or thermo-
magnetic effect is the principle behind thermomagnetic power
generators, proposed since the nineteenth century by Tesla8,9

and Edison.10,11 Interest in these has recently increased as a
variety of promising prototype devices have been built.12–17

These devices function by cycling the temperature of a mag-
netic material above and below its transition temperature,
leading to changes in magnetization, which are converted into
mechanical or electrical energy achieving realistic device ef-
ficiencies of around 1% to 3%.4 Even with these low effi-
ciencies, the ability to recapture abundant and currently un-
utilized waste heat could result in an enormous new reserve of
useful energy. Numerous contributions have described design
strategies aimed at higher efficiencies.3,4,15,16,18–20

It is advantageous to design materials whose transition tem-
peratures can be controlled around and above room tempera-
ture through compositional tuning. While the common figure
of merit used for the initial evaluation of a magnetocaloric
is ∆SM(T,H), the magnetic entropy change experienced by
the material upon isothermal magnetization to a certain mag-
netic field H and at a certain temperature T , for thermo-
magnetic generators, the reversible change in magnetization
∆M(∆T,H) may be a better metric. As ∆T and H are de-
termined by the specific application (i.e. the temperatures of
the hot and cold reservoirs available, and the magnetic field
achievable), in this contribution we characterize ∆M at a range
of temperatures, temperature gradients, and magnetic fields in
order to provide a map of the conditions under which the re-
ported materials may be useful. We also note that ∆SM and
∆M are in fact closely related, as each of these parameters
relies on having a sharp magnetic transition.

For magnetocaloric applications, attention has been paid
to materials with first-order magnetostructural phase transi-
tions, due to the large (or “giant”) magnetocaloric effects
possible at these phase transitions, as seen in Gd5(Si,Ge)4,21
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(Mn,Fe)2(P,Si,As,Ge),22–26 La(Fe,Si)13,27,28 and a few other
systems. This enhanced magnetocaloric effect arises from
magnetostructural coupling, leading to an easily switchable
magnetic state and a sharp magnetic transition. However, a
first-order transition involves thermal hysteresis and a volume
change during the transition, which are especially detrimen-
tal to the performance of thermomagnetic generator. Inter-
estingly, magnetostructural coupling can lead to an enhanced
magnetocaloric effect even in materials without first-order
magnetostructural transitions,29–31 which is promising for
high-performance materials for themomagnetic power gener-
ation.

We initially identified MnCoP as a promising material to
show strong magnetocaloric effects on the basis of a high-
throughput computational search for ferromagnets with strong
magnetostructural coupling.30 This search introduced a sim-
ple density functional theory (DFT)-based proxy called the
magnetic deformation ΣM , which is a quantification of the
difference of the DFT-optimized unit cells with and without
the inclusion of spin polarization in the calculation. This pa-
rameter correlates well with experimentally determined val-
ues of peak ∆SM . ΣM for MnCoP was calculated to be large
(3.03%), suggesting the potential for a large magnetocaloric
effect near its magnetic Curie temperature of 578 K. Indeed,
we measured an experimental peak ∆SM to be−6.0 J kg−1K−1

for an applied field of 5 T, which is large for a material without
a first-order magnetostructural transition.

Here, we investigate the magnetostructural coupling in sto-
ichiometric MnCoP by monitoring the structure through its
magnetic transition temperature using variable-temperature
high-resolution synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction. We
find pronounced effects on the lattice at the magnetic ordering
temperature, helping to explain the notable magnetocaloric
effect. In order to establish the application of MnCoP as
a material for thermomagnetic power generation, we char-
acterize the solid solution Mn2−xCoxP (0.6 < x < 1.4) with
respect to structural and magnetic properties, finding good
agreement with previous observations by Fruchart et al.32,33

Mn2−xCoxP with x < 1.6 forms in the orthorhombic Co2P
structure, while x > 1.6 forms in the hexagonal Mn2P (Fe2P-
type) structure. The maximum saturation magnetization and
Curie temperature is found in the stoichiometric MnCoP com-
pound, with both quantities falling off as composition is var-
ied. For 0.68 < x < 0.88, a metamagnetic transition exists
at decreasing temperature for increasing x. The composition
Mn1.3Co0.7P was found to have helical magnetic order at low
temperatures.34 Sun et al. explored the magnetocaloric re-
sponse of this composition finding ∆SM = 2.3 J Kg−1 K−1 for
the second-order ferro- to paramagnetic transition near room
temperature.35

We find that this system allows for the tuning of the Curie
temperature between 334 K and 578 K while maintaining sub-
stantial ∆SM and ∆M values, which makes this system a good
candidate for these applications. Density functional theory
calculations across the solid solution, along with the observed
structural and magnetic properties across the series, explain
how the magnetic and magnetostructural behavior of the sys-
tem arises from the behavior of the two transition metal sites

in the MnCoP structure.

II. METHODS

Polycrystalline samples of Mn2−xCoxP (x = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8,
0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4) were prepared from stochiometric
mixtures of Mn3P2, Co, and red phosphorus via assisted-
microwave preparation,36 followed by a furnace anneal. The
samples were characterized using synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion (beamline 11-BM, Advanced Photon Source), X-ray flu-
orescence compositional analysis, and SQUID magnetome-
try. Details on sample preparation and characterization may
be found in the Supplemental Material.

The isothermal magnetic entropy change ∆SM(T,H) for
each sample was obtained using the magentro.py package29

from magnetization vs. temperature sweeps collected at
fixed fields between 0.1 T and 5 T. This method relies on the
Maxwell relation (∂M/∂T )H = (∂S/∂H)T . The necessary
derivatives are calculated using Tikhonov regularization,37

and then integrated to give ∆SM(T,H):

∆SM(T,H) =
∫ H

0

(
∂S
∂H

)
H ′

dH ′ (1)

The same magnetization vs. temperature data was used also
used to obtain ∆M, the change in net magnetic moment, as
a function of temperature span ∆T , central temperature, and
magnetic field.

In addition, the magnetic and magnetostructural coupling
behavior of the solid solution Mn2−xCoxP was investigated
using density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the
Vienna ab-initio Simulation Package (VASP) code38–40 using
a recently described method41 which involves calculating the
magnetic deformation ΣM on enumerated ordered supercells
of the random alloy. ΣM is a computational proxy that cor-
relates with the strength of magnetostructural coupling, and
has been shown to correlate as well with experimental peak
∆SM .29 Supercells up to size 24 atoms (two times the prim-
itive TiNiSi-structure cell) were enumerated using the CASM
code,42–44 by either substituting Mn atoms onto the Co site in
MnCoP (x < 1) or by substituting Mn atoms onto the Co site
(x > 1). More details of the calculations may be found in the
Supplemental Material.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

1. Stoichiometric MnCoP

Rietveld refinement of synchrotron X-ray diffraction data
for stoichiometric MnCoP is shown in Figure 1. At room tem-
perature MnCoP adopts the orthorhombic Pnma space group
(TiNiSi-type) shown in the inset. This structure is isomor-
phous with Co2P, while Mn2P forms in the hexagonal Fe2P-
type structure.33 In MnCoP, the cobalt-phosphorous network
forms layers of corrugated edge-sharing six-membered rings
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FIG. 1. Synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction of stoichiometric Mn-
CoP. The inset shows the MnCoP crystal structure in the Pnma space
group highlighting the Co-P network in the bc plane and the zig-zag
manganese chains in the b direction.

FIG. 2. (a) and (b) show lattice parameters as a function of temper-
ature for MnCoP. Error bars are contained within the points shown.
Lattice parameters change linearly with temperature above TC for the
range sampled. There is a kink visible in a and b near TC attributed
to magnetoelastic coupling. (c) This coupling is quantified by ωV ,
the spontaneous volume magnetostriction.

in the bc plane with close bond distances (<2.24 Å). These
rings are distorted into the half-chair shape described by Lan-
drum, Hoffmann, and co-workers.45 Each cobalt is tetrahe-
drally coordinated by phosphorous, while manganese is pyra-
midally coordinated with bond distances to phosphorous of
>2.44 Å. The manganese forms zig-zag chains along the b
direction with a Mn-Mn nearest neighbor distance of 2.89 Å.
Each atom occupies a 4c Wyckoff position.

The temperature evolution of the lattice parameters of Mn-

CoP (Figure 2), determined by Rietveld refinement of syn-
chrotron diffraction patterns (Figure S1) at temperatures be-
tween 628 K and 538 K reveal highly anisotropic thermal ex-
pansion as well as clear anomalies at the magnetic transition
(TC = 578 K). Above TC, the coefficient of thermal expansion
in each direction is linear across the data set (r is > 0.995), and
is an order of magnitude larger in b direction (αb = 151 ppm
K−1) than in the a or c directions (αa = 76 ppm K−1, αc =
84 ppm K−1).

Upon cooling through the magnetic transition, the evolu-
tion of the a and b lattice parameters deviate from this linear
trend at TC, indicating the presence of magnetostructural cou-
pling modifying the nonmagnetic (phonon-driven) thermal ex-
pansion of the material, a phenomenon known as spontaneous
magnetostriction. Interestingly, the influence of magnetic or-
der is to expand the a lattice parameter (positive magnetostric-
tion) while contracting the b lattice parameter (negative mag-
netostriction) and leaving the c lattice parameter virtually un-
changed. Because the negative effect in the b direction is
much larger than the positive effect in the a direction, the
material shows overall a sizable negative spontaneous volume
magnetostriction. This is shown in Figure 2(c), quantified as
ωV (T ) = (V (T )−VP(T ))/VP(T ), where V (T ) represents the
experimentally observed volume and VP(T ) is the volume ex-
trapolated from the paramagnetic regime (i.e., the dotted lines
in Figure 2).

Anisotropic coupling between magnetism and structure is
also observed in several other promising magnetocalorics, in-
cluding the Mn,Fe(P,Si) family46,47 and MnB.29 In these sys-
tems, the anisotropic coupling arises from competition be-
tween magnetic and structural degrees of freedom in the struc-
ture. After discussing the structural evolution of this system
with compositional tuning, we will return to this point in or-
der to provide an explanation for the anisotropic coupling in
MnCoP.

2. Compositional tuning

Wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectroscopy
(XRF) confirms that the manganese to cobalt ratio in all sam-
ples in the series Mn2−xCoxP (0.6< x< 1.4) is the same as
the nominal composition, with the exception of x = 1.4 which
has a composition closer to Mn0.5Co1.5P. Rietveld refinement
of X-ray diffraction determines that all compositions within
the sampled range form in the same orthorhombic Pnma
structure as stoichiometric MnCoP, in agreement with previ-
ous studies.32,33 Some samples have minor amounts of MnO,
which is antiferromagnetic below TN = 118 K, as a secondary
phase. Properties determined from Rietveld refinement may
be found in Table I.

Lattice parameters refined from the diffraction data are
shown as a function of composition in Figure 3. The unit
cell volume is found to linearly decrease as Co content is in-
creased, as expected by the smaller atomic radius of Co com-
pared to Mn. However, as with the magnetostriction proper-
ties, the development of the individual lattice parameters is
highly anisotropic. On the Mn-rich side, where Mn atoms
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FIG. 3. Lattice parameters of Mn2−xCoxP as a function of compo-
sition. Error bars are contained within the points. The left side is
Mn-rich, and shows a large change in the b lattice parameter with
composition, while there is almost no change in a. On the Co-rich
side, the a parameter is highly dependent on composition, while b
barely changes or even slightly increases despite the addition of a
smaller atom. Volume decreases linearly with the addition of cobalt.

TABLE I. Selected crystallographic properties obtained from Ri-
etveld refinement of synchrotron powder XRD of Mn2−xCoxP.

x a (Å) b (Å) c (Å) V (Å3) Rwp (%) MnO (wt%)
1.4 5.8473 3.5056 6.6641 136.60 12.10 1.34(6)
1.2 5.9002 3.5049 6.6911 138.37 9.96 3.17(5)
1.1 5.9227 3.5047 6.7050 139.18 8.54 –
1.0 5.9489 3.5032 6.7266 140.18 7.08 0.36(1)
0.9 5.9527 3.5104 6.7370 140.78 12.25 1.24(4)
0.8 5.9547 3.526 6.7497 141.72 9.83 3.75(4)
0.7 5.9599 3.5426 6.7614 142.76 8.34 3.09(3)
0.6 5.9668 3.5558 6.7736 143.71 8.80 2.73(3)

are substituted onto the Co site, a large change in the b lat-
tice parameter with composition is seen, while there is al-
most no change in a. On the Co-rich side, the a parameter is
highly dependent on composition, while b barely changes or
even slightly increases despite the addition of a smaller atom.
Meanwhile, the c lattice parameter uniformly decreases across
the full series.

For x < 1, manganese atoms are being introduced into the
CoP bonding network of corrugated hexagonal rings in the bc
plane. As a result, Mn atoms cause the lattice to expand in
the b and c directions (expansions of 3.75% (mol Mn)−1 and
1.75% (mol Mn)−1, respectively). The a parameter, by com-
parison, experiences a much smaller expansion of 0.75% (mol
Mn)−1. In contrast, in the cobalt-rich compounds (x > 1) the
a parameter decreases much faster than b or c parameters as
cobalt is substituted onto the Mn site. Therefore, we can con-
clude that the intra-layer spacing is controlled primarily by the
Mn site, while the in-layer spacing is controlled primarily by
the Co site.

This finding allows us to interpret the observed anisotropic
magnetostriction in stoichiometric MnCoP. Below TC we ex-
pect the manganese to occupy a larger volume due to the mag-
netovolume effect, which is based on the theory of itinerant
magnetism and therefore occurs in metallic magnets with (at
least partly) itinerant character of the magnetism.48–50 The
magnetovolume effect may be thought of as arising from the
localization of dispersive electrons into magnetic moments as
temperature is cooled. The expanded volume of the Mn site
causes the observed positive magnetostriction in the a direc-
tion, but has little effect on the in-layer b and c directions. At
the same time, there is negative magnetostriction in the b di-
rection, which indicates the presence of an exchange-volume
coupling51 within the Mn-Mn chains that run in the b direc-
tion (i.e. the Mn-Mn atoms move towards each other in order
to optimize magnetic exchange energy, rather than packing
considerations based on ion size).

Magnetization versus temperature measurements on this se-
ries, shown in Figure 4(a), reveal that all of the samples are
ferromagnetic at room temperature except for Mn1.4Co0.6P,
which is antiferromagnetic with Neél temperature of 213 K.
The highest TC is found for MnCoP (578 K), and compo-
sitional tuning in either direction allows for the Curie tem-
perature to be brought down to nearly room temperature. In
addition, the composition Mn1.3Co0.7P has a metamagnetic
transition at 205 K where it becomes antiferromagnetic below
this temperature, as seen by the sudden decrease in magneti-
zation with decreasing temperature. This behavior has been
seen previously,32 and this transition has been investigated for
its inverse magnetocaloric effect.52

Magnetization versus applied field measurements (Fig-
ure 4b) reveal that stoichiometric MnCoP possesses the largest
total moment at room temperature, and saturation magnetiza-
tion decreases as composition is changed in either direction.
No visible hysteresis is observed for these samples, indicating
soft ferromagnetic behavior. Values for TC and Msat may be
found in Table II.

∆SM is calculated for the ferro- to paramagnetic transition.
∆SM for a magnetic field change of 0 T to 5 T is given as a
function of temperature for each composition. The ∆SM peak
is narrow for MnCoP, and broadens as composition is varied.
Transition temperatures are widely tunable while maintaining
significant ∆SM by varying composition.

∆M may be considered a more important metric for thermo-
magnetic generators than ∆SM . Figure 5(a,c) show the maxi-
mum ∆M as a function of the temperature difference at differ-
ent fixed fields, and (b,d) show maps of ∆M for ∆T = 50 K as a
function of temperature and field for two compositions. Data
for the other compositions may be found in the Supporting
Information Figure S4. MnCoP compares favorably to other
non-rare-earth containing second order intermetallics, which
range from ∆M = 12 to 40 A m2 kg−1 for ∆T = 30 K.53

As discussed in the introduction, the temperature interval
over which we calculate ∆M is determined by the applica-
tion. The operation temperature of a device, as well as the
temperature difference between hot and cold reservoirs, must
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FIG. 4. (a) Field cooled magnetization versus temperature and (b)
magnetization versus applied field show ferromagnetic behavior in
all compositions except for Mn1.4Co0.6P, which is antiferromagnetic.
Mn1.3Co0.7P is metamagnetic, becoming antiferromagnetic at low
temperatures. (c) ∆SM as a function of temperature for all ferromag-
netic compositions.

TABLE II. Key magnetic properties of Mn2−xCoxP.−∆SM,max is the
peak value for ∆SM for a field change ∆H = 0 T to 5 T. Values for
∆Mmax are given for a 0.5 T field and a temperature interval of ∆T =
50 K. Tcenter is the center of the temperature interval for peak ∆M for
these same conditions.

x Msat TC (K) −∆SM,max ∆Mmax Tcenter (K)
(µB f.u.−1) (J kg−1 K−1) (A m2 kg−1)

1.4 1.20 334 1.98 27.98 329
1.2 1.74 460 3.38 36.22 453
1.1 1.94 505 3.92 39.82 499
1.0 2.63 578 5.89 47.87 566
0.9 2.33 550 5.18 49.06 541
0.8 1.90 463 3.57 38.66 458
0.7 1.27 364 2.07 23.35 346

be matched to the material. ∆M increases as the temperature
difference is increased, but with diminishing returns for ma-
terials with a sharp magnetic transition, such as MnCoP. The
transition in Mn0.6Co1.4P is much broader (as seen in the ∆SM
curve in Figure 4c), and so ∆T must be larger to encompass
the minimum and maximum moment states at a given mag-
netic field.

While ∆SM increases with increasing field, this is not the
case for ∆M in a material with a continuous magnetic transi-
tion. When the thermal gradient is low (i.e. in applications for
thermomagnetic generators), a larger ∆M may be accessed at
a smaller fixed field, where the magnetic transition is sharper.
In practical applications, it is advantageous for the necessary
applied field to be below 1 T because this is readily accessible
with permanent magnets.

The magnetic deformation ΣM was previously calculated
for stoichiometric MnCoP,30 suggesting the presence of strong
magnetostructural coupling. Here, we extend these calcula-
tions to study the magnetostructural coupling across the solid
solution Mn2−xCoxP using calculations on enumerated super-

FIG. 5. Maximum ∆M as a function of the temperature difference at
several magnetic fields for (a) MnCoP and (c) Mn0.6Co1.4P. A larger
magnetic field will yield a larger ∆M if the temperature difference
is large, but for small temperature differences a large field does not
give an advantage. (b, d) Color maps of ∆M for ∆T = 50 K as a
function of temperature and field for the same compositions. The
maximum value of ∆M for ∆T = 50 K is at low field. Center T refers
to the center of the temperature interval, or when the hot and cold
reservoirs are ± 25 K from center T .

FIG. 6. Comparison between (a) experimental values for maximum
−∆SM (H = 5 T) and peak ∆M (∆T = 50 K) and (b) calculated values
of the magnetic deformation ΣM . In (b), each grey circle represents a
single enumerated cell, with the area of each circle proportional to its
Boltzmann weight as calculated in equation S3, and the Boltzmann-
averaged ΣM is overlaid. (c) shows the formation energies of the
individual ordered unit cells, with the convex hull outlined. In the
hatched region, the system is experimentally known to adopt a Fe2P
structure type, so these calculations (TiNiSi structure) are not ex-
pected to be physical.
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FIG. 7. (a) The Boltzmann-averaged DFT moment as a function of
composition. (b) Individual contributions to the moment from each
Mn and Co on either atomic site. Each small colored circle repre-
sent the moment on each a single atom within one of the enumerated
supercells, with the area of the circle proportional to the Boltzmann
factor (equation S2) of that supercell. The colored diamonds repre-
sent the Boltzmann-averaged moments. In the hatched region, the
system is experimentally known to adopt a Fe2P structure type, so
these calculations (TiNiSi structure) are not expected to be physical.

cells (Figure 6), as has been recently performed for MnCoGe-
based solid solutions.41 For this study, all enumerated super-
cells were based on the orthorhombic TiNiSi-type structure
of MnCoP. Therefore, the calculations for the very Mn-rich
side of the phase diagram, where experimentally a Fe2P-type
structure is observed, is not expected to be physical.

Several cells are found to have negative formation ener-
gies with respect to Mn2P, MnCoP, and Co2P (Figure 6c),
with most other cells within about 20 meV atom−1 of the con-
vex hull, supporting the experimentally observed formation
of a homogenous solid solution. The maximum ΣM is found
for MnCoP, with the predicted magnetostructural coupling
strength smoothly decreasing as the composition is changed
in either direction. This calculation corresponds well with
the observed peak ∆SM values (Figure 6a), while the max-
imum ∆M value for a field of 0.5 T and ∆T of 50 K actu-
ally falls slightly on the Mn-rich side of the solid solution,
at Mn1.1Co0.9P. However, the difference in ∆M between the
Mn1.1Co0.9P and MnCoP is very small, and therefore ΣM per-
forms as a reasonable predictor for ∆M.

At the Co-rich side of the phase diagram, ΣM falls to 0% for
Co2P as the DFT magnetic moment falls to nearly zero, con-
sistent with the experimental observation that Co2P is para-
magnetic and does not show ordered ferromagnetism.54 On
the other hand, at x = 0, a hypothetical ferromagnetic Mn2P
compound with the TiNiSi structure shows stable magnetic
moments and a finite ΣM of 1.5%.

Figure 7 shows the behavior of the local magnetic moments
extracted from the enumerated DFT calculations. As ex-
pected, the behavior of the local Mn and Co moments depends
greatly on the atom identity as well as the site on which it sits.
Mn on the Mn site has a nearly constant moment of 2.7 µB
across the full solid solution, while Co on the Co site shows
only a small moment of between 0.1 µB and 0.3 µB. This large
difference in local moment is expected based on the larger size
of the Mn site and the presence of strong bonding between the
Co-site and P atoms, which competes with the formation of
local moments. Indeed, when Co is substituted onto the Mn
site it holds an increased moment of up to 1.1 µB. However,
the local moment of each Co atom on the Mn site decreases
as more and more Co is added, eventually yielding the almost
nonmagnetic Co2P composition.

On the other side of the series, as Mn is added onto the Co
site, it is found to hold a moment of about −0.4 µB, with a
strong preference for antiparallel orientation to the moments
of the Mn site. Analogous behavior has been observed using
neutron diffraction in the compound Mn1+xSb, which has the
same structure of MnCoP except with vacancies at the Co po-
sitions. At finite values of x, Mn interstitials sit on the vacant
Co site, and hold moments antiparallel to the larger ferromag-
netic Mn atoms on the main site.55 These calculations explain
why the experimentally observed magnetic moment decreases
as the composition is varied from MnCoP in either direction.
On the Co-rich side, the decrease is caused by replacement
of high-moment Mn atoms with lower moment Co-atoms.
On the Mn-rich side, conversely, low-moment Co atoms are
replaced with higher-moment Mn atoms which orient them-
selves counter to the ferromagnetic moment and therefore de-
crease the net moment.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

MnCoP has previously been predicted to have strong mag-
netostructural coupling (and therefore large |∆SM|), and is in-
deed found to display characteristic discontinuities in the ther-
mal expansion coinciding with the magnetic transition tem-
perature TC suggestive of such coupling. This is despite the
absence of any first-order phase transition. Mn2−xCoxP forms
a solid solution within the sampled range (0.6 ≤ x ≤ 1.4), al-
lowing magnetic properties to be tuned by varying x. Sub-
stitution on the Co site controls the b and c lattice param-
eters, while substitution on the Mn site controls the a lat-
tice parameter. This is consistent with the positive sponta-
neous magnetostriction in a observed when MnCoP is cooled
through its magnetic transition. TC, saturation magnetization,
and ∆SM are all largest for stoichiometric MnCoP, but the
transition temperature is widely tunable down to nearly room-
temperature by varying composition. Changes in |∆SM| trace
computed changes of the ensemble-averaged values of ΣM for
the solid solution, underpinning the utility of this proxy. We
find ∆M to be large across a range of compositions for ∆T =
50 K, and increasing the temperature differential has a larger
effect on the off-stoichiometric materials with broader transi-
tions. The results point to the potential uses of this materials
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system for for thermomagnetic power generation.

V. SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIAL

Details of experimental methods and characterization tech-
niques, crystal structure refinement information, x-ray fluo-
rescence analysis of composition, thermal evolution of syn-
chrotron x-ray diffraction, Rietveld fits across compositions,
detailed magnetic measurement data, and examples of sample
microstructure from scanning electron microscopy.
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I. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

1. Material preparation

Polycrystalline samples of Mn2−xCoxP (x = 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, 0.9, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.4) are

prepared via assisted-microwave preparation. Stoichiometric amounts of precursor pow-

ders Mn3P2 (Alfa Aesar, 99%), Co (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.8%), and red phosphorous (Spec-

trum/Aldrich, 99.99%) are hand ground together in an agate mortar and pestle for 10

min. Well mixed powders are essential due to the short reaction times in the microwave.

300 mg of powder is pressed into a 6 mm pellet using 2 tons of force. Each pellet is sealed

in a vitreous silica ampoule under vacuum after flushing 3 times with argon to ensure no

oxygen is present. The ampoule is placed in a 20 mL alumina crucible containing 6.5 g

activated charcoal (DARCO 12-20 mesh), which is used as a microwave susceptor to ini-

tially heat the reactants, such that the sample is buried in the charcoal. The charcoal is

first preheated in the microwave for 25 sec. This is to make sure that all reactions start at

the same temperature. The crucible is placed in an alumina foam housing off-center on

the turntable in the microwave (Panasonic, model NN-SN651B, 1200 W), such that it will

rotate through local maxima and minima of electromagnetic radiation within the cavity.

Samples are heated at 70% power (840 W) for 2.5 min, and then quenched in air, resulting

in a sintered pellet.

The sealed ampoule is annealed in a conventional furnace at 1100◦C for 48 h and then

air quenched. After the first anneal, the sample is ground again in a mortar and pestle,

re-pressed into a 6 mm pellet, and re-sealed in a vitreous silica ampoule before performing

this same heat treatment again. This re-grinding and annealing step is found to have a

significant influence on magnetic properties, specifically the sharpness of the magnetic

transition.

2. Structural characterization

Synchrotron X-ray diffraction data were collected at the 11-BM beamline at the Ad-

vanced Photon Source (APS) at Argonne National Laboratory. Room temperature XRD

scans using a wavelength of λ = 0.412781 Å were performed on all samples with a col-

lection time of 1 hour for 2θ 0.5◦ to 50◦. The acquired patterns are analyzed using the

2
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TABLE I. Crystallographic information: Atomic positions of each site in Mn2−xCoxP. The site is

referred to by the atom which occupies it in stoichiometric MnCoP. The y coordinate for each site

is 0.25. Each atom type occupies a 4c Wyckoff position.

x Mn site Co site P site

x z Beq x z Beq x z Beq

1.4 0.02955(5) 0.83487(5) 0.498(8) 0.14257(5) 0.43554(5) 0.373(8) 0.7640(1) 0.37500(8) 0.48(1)

1.2 0.02908(4) 0.83357(4) 0.427(5) 0.14276(4) 0.43581(4) 0.356(4) 0.76636(8) 0.37450(6) 0.468(7)

1.1 0.02849(4) 0.83298(4) 0.353(5) 0.14255(4) 0.43552(4) 0.234(4) 0.76725(8) 0.37449(6) 0.327(7)

1.0 0.02791(4) 0.83157(4) 0.374(3) 0.14286(3) 0.43549(3) 0.282(3) 0.76782(6) 0.37435(5) 0.288(5)

0.9 0.02777(6) 0.83149(5) 0.401(7) 0.14244(5) 0.43555(5) 0.273(6) 0.76810(9) 0.37471(9) 0.348(9)

0.8 0.02782(4) 0.83128(4) 0.457(5) 0.14372(4) 0.43619(4) 0.335(4) 0.76901(8) 0.37441(6) 0.441(7)

0.7 0.02786(4) 0.83094(3) 0.404(5) 0.14418(3) 0.43642(3) 0.283(5) 0.76936(6) 0.37411(5) 0.390(7)

0.6 0.02762(4) 0.83116(3) 0.367(6) 0.14459(3) 0.43675(3) 0.240(5) 0.77036(7) 0.37374(5) 0.372(8)

Rietveld method in TOPAS Academic to determine crystallographic parameters such as lat-

tice parameters and site occupancy, as well as to identify any secondary phases.1 Temper-

ature dependent X-ray diffraction data on stoichiometric MnCoP were collected between

2θ of 0.5◦ and 34◦ (λ = 0.414581 Å), leading to a collection time of 10 min per pattern.

Temperature was swept at a rate of 0.3◦C/minute such that each pattern is collected over

approximately ∆T = 3◦C. Temperature was controlled using a calibrated Cyberstar Hot

Gas Blower. For data taken while sweeping temperature, patterns were refined sequen-

tially. Crystal structures are visualized using VESTA.2 Atomic site information for each

composition is given in Table I

Microstructure is analyzed using scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Apreo C, FEI,

Hillsboro, OR, USA) at 15 keV. Samples are prepared by mounting in epoxy, grinding using

SiC paper, and then polishing using diamond suspension down to 1µm. Backscattered

electron (BSE) imaging is employed to show phase contrast, and energy dispersive X-

ray spectroscopy (EDS) to determine local chemical composition. The ratio of Mn to

Co is measured using wavelength dispersive X-ray fluorescence spectrometry (XRF, ZSX

3
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TABLE II. Composition of Mn2−xCoxP measured by XRF.

Nominal x Measured x

1.4 1.47

1.2 1.20

1.1 1.12

1.0 1.03

0.9 0.92

0.8 0.79

0.7 0.69

0.6 0.62

PrimusIV, Rigaku) in semi-quantitative mode. Values for compositions shown in Table II

are calculated assuming that each site is fully occupied.

Some samples are found, by X-ray diffraction and SEM with EDS, to contain trace

amounts (<1%) of quartz SiO2 or Mn2SiO4, which may be the result of reaction with the

silica ampules. Pieces of the vitreous silica ampule may have become incorporated when

the ampule was broken and the sample was reground before the second heat treatment.

3. Magnetic property determination

Magnetic measurements were performed using a magnetic property measurement sys-

tem (MPMS3, Quantum Design, San Diego, CA, USA) equipped with a vibrating sample

magnetometer (VSM/VSM oven). Magnetization (M) versus field (H) hysteresis loops

were collected at stabilized field set points between −5 T and 5 T. Field cooled magneti-

zation versus temperature (T ) measurements were performed by collecting continuously

while sweeping temperature at a rate of 5 K/min under a magnetic field of H = 20 mT.

Measurements above 400 K were performed using an oven attachment. An approximately

3 mg flat piece of sample is attached using alumina cement to a resistively heated sample

holder. ∆SM(T,H) was determined from series of M vs T measurements through the

4
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ferromagnetic to paramagnetic transitions at fixed magnetic fields between H = 0.1 T and

5 T, with data taken continuously while cooking at a rate of 7 K min−1. ∆SM(T ) was then

calculated using the following equation,

∆SM(T,H) =

∫ H

0

(
∂M

∂T

)
H′

dH ′ (1)

which is derived from the suitable thermodynamic Maxwell relation. The derivatives of

magnetization vs. temperature curves were calculated using Tikhonov regularization,3 as

previously described in detail by Bocarsly et al.4 These data sets were also used to calculate

∆M as a function of temperature span ∆T , central temperature, and magnetic field.

4. Density Functional Theory

The solid solution Mn2−xCoxP was investigated using density functional theory (DFT)

using the method recently described by Garcia et al.5, which involves calculating the mag-

netic deformation ΣM
6 on enumerated ordered supercells of the random alloy. The mag-

netic deformation, which is the degree of lattice deformation between DFT-relaxed unit

cells with and without spin-polarization, serves as an indicator of the strength of magne-

tostructural coupling in a material. Here, 428 individual ordered unit cells with volume up

to two times the primitive cell (up to 24 atoms) were generated by substituting Mn atoms

onto the Co site in MnCoP (x < 1) or by substituting Mn atoms onto the Co site (x > 1).

This enumeration was performed using the CASM code.7–9 Structural relaxations with and

without spin-polarization were then performed on each structure using the Vienna ab

initio simulation package (VASP)10 using the generalized gradient approximation (GGA)

exchange-correlation functional as parameterized by Perdew, Burke and Ernzerhof.11,12

All relaxations were performed starting from the orthorhombic structure of MnCoP, with

the magnetic calculations initialized with ferromagnetic moments of 3.0µB on all the Mn

and Co atoms. k-point meshes for the calculations were automatically generated with the

number of k-points set to 2500 divided by the number of atoms in the cell. Structural opti-

mizations were performed using the conjugate gradient algorithm with an energy conver-

gence criterion of 10−3 eV. The structural relaxations were run iteratively until the volume

change between subsequent relaxations was less than 2%. Once this convergence param-

eter was met, a final electronic optimization was performed for each enumeration while

5
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keeping the structure fixed. The Python packages pymatgen and custodian13 were used

to automate, monitor, and analyze the VASP calculations.

The magnetic deformation was obtained from the difference in relaxed structures as

described in Ref. 14. Then, for each composition x, an ensemble ΣM value was obtained

by a Boltzmann factor-weighted average of the individual cell calculations:

wi = Ωi exp

(
Ei − E0

kBT

)
(2)

ΣM,Boltzmann =

∑
i

wiΣM,i∑
i

wi

. (3)

Here, Ei is the spin-polarized energy of supercell i, expressed per 24 atom cell. E0 is the

energy of the lowest-energy enumeration for the composition x, and kB is the Boltzmann

constant. The temperature T was set to 300 K.

In addition, the Boltzmann factor-weighted averages for the values of the local mag-

netic moments on the Mn and Co atoms on the Mn and Co sites as a function of x were

calculated in a similar manner.

II. SUPPORTING INFORMATION FIGURES
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FIG. 1. Portion of synchrotron diffraction patterns of MnCoP as temperature is swept through the

magnetic transition from 628 K to 538 K. The temperature sweep rate is 0.31 K min−1 and patterns

are collected for 10 min such that each scan is over around 3 K. The different thermal evolution

of different Bragg peaks highlights the anisotropic thermal expansion and magnetostriction in this

material.
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FIG. 2. Rietveld refinements of room temperature synchrotron powder X-ray diffraction data on

Mn2−xCoxP for all explored compositions.
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FIG. 3. Magnetization versus temperature measurements encompassing the ferro- to paramagnetic

transition were taken at several fields (H = 0.1 T, 0.3 T, 0.5 T, 1 T, 2 T, 3 T, 4 T, and 5 T) for each

composition. In order to calculate ∆SM these curves are fit, derived to give dM/dT and then

integrated with respect to field. 9
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FIG. 4. ∆M versus ∆T for each composition, as well as heat maps showing ∆M for each field as

a function of temperature for ∆T = 50 K. For applications with low thermal gradients, or small

∆T , ∆M is maximized for small magnetic fields. This is because the magnetic transition in second

order materials broadens as field is increased.
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FIG. 5. Scanning electron micrographs comparing representative areas of two samples with com-

positions (left) Mn1.2Co0.8P and (right) Mn0.9Co1.1P. Some particles have pulled out during the

grinding and polishing process. These samples are sintered powders. MnO inclusions can be seen

at grain boundaries.
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